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Versatility in a nutshell 

 

Earlier this year, I was attempting to reproduce a Lijiang-style carp recipe by Vietnamese chef Luke 

Nguyen: chargrilled fish, topped with crisp-fried mint leaves, and a sauté of Szechwan peppercorns, 

spring onions—and lots of roasted peanuts. For a moment, when I first came across the recipe, I 

wondered: had I ever encountered any other traditional Chinese recipes that used peanuts, or was 

this just Nguyen’s South-East Asian heritage speaking? The answer, of course, didn’t take long in 

coming to me. Boiled peanuts, such a favourite snack in China. Kung pao chicken. Chinese New Year 

peanut cookies.  

 

That led to other thoughts. Like the love for peanuts in cuisines as varied as Indonesian, 

Maharashtrian, and West African. Or American. Caribbean. Peruvian.  

 

The appearance of peanuts in Caribbean or Peruvian cuisine is hardly surprising: the New World, 

after all, was the birthplace of this legume. The peanut plant—which consists of about eighty 

different wild species—is believed to have first been cultivated in central Brazil and Paraguay, from 

where it spread outwards.  

 

Columbus, on his first voyage of discovery westwards, in 1492-93, is likely to have encountered—

along with soon-to-be culinary favourites like potatoes, tomatoes, chillies and chocolate—peanuts. 

The first mention of these nut-like legumes however came a decade later. In around 1502, a planter-

turned-missionary named Bartolomé de la Casas described peanuts as being grown by the local 

population of Hispañola, who called them mani.  

 

Twelve years after de la Casas had migrated to Hispañola, there arrived in his wake Gonzalo 

Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, who, writing in 1535, also mentioned the peanut. He wrote that 

while the peanut was extensively consumed—raw or cooked—by the natives, ‘true Christians’, other 

than unmarried men, children, slaves or other commoners (in effect, the riff-raff) did not eat it. The 

reason? ‘A very mediocre taste and little substance’.  

 

Oviedo’s claim that the peanut had little substance was belied, though, not just by the natives, but 

even by the Portuguese and Spanish mariners who sailed between the New World and the Old. They 

soon realized that peanuts had plenty of protein and fat, and were therefore good sources of 

nutrition. They required little or no preparation; you could, if you liked, simply eat them from the 

shell. Plus, they kept well—a prerequisite for any foodstuff destined for a long voyage. Peanuts, 

therefore, were taken on board ship and carried to provide onboard nourishment.  

 

The next step, obviously, was that the peanut which came on board also came ashore. The 

Portuguese brought it to Africa, where it was joyfully embraced, eventually supplanting a local (and 

similar) legume known as the Bambara groundnut. The Africans put the peanut in soups, in stews, in 

the famous feast-in-a-meal known as groundnut chop.  

 

A few thousand miles across the sea from Africa, the peanut was also introduced to India. And, like 

potatoes, tomatoes, and chillies, welcomed with open arms. To be roasted and eaten on chilly 

winter mornings, to be put into liquid jaggery and allowed to set into sheets of chikki or peanut 
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brittle. To be added for texture in everything from raitas to salads, upma to poha. To be made, even, 

into chutneys and curries (one of my earliest memories of home-cooked food is of my mother 

making a beautiful tomato-and-onion based gravy, adding handfuls of coarsely crushed peanuts to it, 

and topping it off with a tempering of mustard seeds and curry leaves).  

 

While the Portuguese introduced peanuts to Africa and India, the Spanish took them further east, to 

the Philippines and Indonesia. From here, they quickly spread east, west, north and south. The result 

is an entire region that loves peanuts. As spicy satay sauce. As the sauce-like dressing that’s drizzled 

over gado-gado. As one of the many garnishes for everything from congee to khao suey. As a filling 

for sweet pancakes, teamed with sesame seeds. As the much-loved ‘garlic peanuts’, pritong mani, of 

the Philippines. And hundreds of other recipes, famous and not, across the region.  

 

On the other side of the world, in that odd way in which ingredients move (rarely in straight and 

predictable lines), the peanut—instead of arriving in North America from South and Central 

America—arrived in the region only when slave labour was brought from Africa. Along with the 

slaves came some of their favourite foods, including peanuts. For a long time, their consumption was 

mostly restricted to the slaves, or to ‘the lower classes’: as snack food, more often than not. The 

Great Depression in the 1930s helped popularize the peanut in America, however, and the invention 

of mass-marketed, bottled peanut butter catapulted it to the top of America’s favourite addictions. 

(Americans, by the way, annually consume about 700 million pounds of peanut butter, and there’s 

even a National Peanut Butter Day—January 24). 

 

While America, Africa and Asia were rejoicing over the peanut, its reception in Europe was rather 

more restrained. Perhaps it was partly because growing conditions for the peanut were not 

optimum in Europe; perhaps all those reports about peanuts being of mediocre taste and little 

substance (not to mention causing ‘a heaviness of the head’, as one writer put it) put people on their 

guard. It was not till the early 1700s that peanuts were cultivated in England and France, and even 

then, the response seems to have been lukewarm, especially as far as culinary adventures go: the 

French, for instance, cooked peanuts the way they cooked other legumes—boiled, one would 

assume.  

 

No wonder the peanut found few takers, compared to—for instance—two other important imports 

from the New World: potatoes and tomatoes. Where would much of Europe be without these? At 

this distance in time, it’s hard to imagine an Italian kitchen (or a Spanish one, for that matter) 

without tomatoes. Or a German one without potatoes. Or French, without either of these. As an 

example, look at Auguste Escoffier’s classic Ma Cuisine, published in 1934. It lists close to fifty 

recipes for potatoes, more than twenty for tomatoes. Recipes for peanuts? None.   

 

Other, perhaps, than the brine-soaked peanuts, or the caramel-coated ones called garrapiñados 

which are sold in Spain, peanuts seem to be conspicuous by their absence in European food. Nuts, 

yes, there are aplenty, but tree nuts, not these legumes masquerading as nuts.  

 

The result has been, too, a tendency to look down on peanuts. It is an ingredient associated with 

plebian snacks, not with haute cuisine. An ingredient lacking the je ne sais quoi which makes other 

nuts—even easily perishable ones like walnuts or relatively expensive ones like macadamias—so 
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sought after.  Adverse publicity for the peanut, especially because of peanut allergies, besides the 

fact that peanuts are prone to contamination with the carcinogenic aflatoxin mould—has made 

matters worse.  

 

So do we steer clear of the peanut? 

 

No, let us not, please. Do let us have a closer look at this brilliant but underrated ingredient: peanuts 

have a lot going for them. They may not command a fancy price (there’s the silver lining, though: 

lower food costs!), but they are among the most amenable of ingredients to add just about 

everything to a dish—from the crunch of roasted peanuts, to the creaminess of peanut butter, from 

saltiness to the much-loved umami. To the utter decadence of peanut butter as a molten filling for a 

chocolate fondant cake. Or, as in Chef Emeril Lagasse’s recipe for a cream pie, three ways: as 

crunchy peanut butter, roasted peanuts, and salted peanuts. (Lagasse, incidentally, appears to be 

one of the few Western chefs rather less cautious with peanuts: his creations run the gamut from 

ethnic dishes like Senegalese peanut soup to familiar snacks with a twist, like cayenne roasted 

peanuts. All the way to a superb bacon peanut brittle which tops a chocolate peanut butter pie).   

 

Nigel Slater called peanut butter a ‘culinary cure-all’. Many would disagree (peanut butter appears 

fairly consistently on lists of food products non-Americans tend to dislike). But peanuts, in their 

many forms—in the shell, raw, boiled, roasted, fried—beg to be made use of.  

 

And not just in the culinary traditions—African, South-East Asian, Indian, South American—that one 

expects them in. Cuisines like Vietnamese, Indonesian, Malaysian, or some regional Indian styles use 

peanuts extensively, so it’s hardly a surprise if, say, a Malay-style dish comes with a peanut sauce. 

That’s more or less to be expected. What I would like to see is chefs experimenting with dishes 

where you’d least expect to encounter peanuts. Even in forms that break away from the norm.  

 

Looking for inspiration? One of my favourite examples of peanuts used in an unexpected way is from 

Japanese master chef Nobu Matsuhisa: European sea bass stuffed with spinach, dry miso and 

peanuts, and served with a truffle and yuzu butter foam. The contrasts there are brilliant: the 

earthiness of the truffles, the freshness of the yuzu, the umami of the miso and the peanuts. The 

ocean and the land.  

 

The pairing of citrus with peanut and savoury seems to be a winning combination, coming through in 

other dishes too. American chef Sean Brock’s pork rack with cabbage, citrumelo and fermented 

peanuts is another example.  

 

Peanuts, too, suit themselves well to combinations of sweet and salted. Take Peruvian chef 

Diego Muñoz’s dish of pancetta, peanuts, and a caramel tuile. Or British chef Michael Caines’s 

banana parfait with lime and butterscotch sauce, lime sorbet, and—the surprise—salted peanuts.  

 

The ancient Andean civilizations venerated peanuts. Jars packed with peanuts were interred as 

funerary offerings. Peanut pods made of gold—three times the size of a natural peanut pod—were 

crafted and used as ornaments on necklaces.  
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I’m not suggesting we begin treating the peanut the way we do truffles or saffron or caviar. But a 

little more respect is perhaps in order. And more creativity.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


